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THE OVERVIEW

Accord creates
Accord Housing Association is a family of
performance
organisations which share similar values and objectives.
“You could say that Crystal
The Accord Group’s vision is one in which people
dashboards
to
is the reporting standard have more choice about their homes, the services
receive, and where people can be involved in
report
againstIt runs they
here
at Babcock.
developing their communities. It is a future where
through
our KPIs
veins, and hasquality is being continuously improved.
critical
done for over a decade”.

“Fantastic way to get sense of the organisation’s
performance on a variety of KPIs.”
Lakhbir Jaspal, Chief Executive Accord Housing
Association & Deputy Chief Executive Accord Group

Babcock Partners with DSCallards
to Implement Business Critical Business
Intelligence (BI) Upgrade Project

THE HIGHLIGHTS
INTRODUCTION

“Great snapshot view of performance across the group,
easy to understand and great for tenants.”
Sara Woodall, Corporate Services Director
“Consistent way to record & provide information across
the group.”
Celia Davis,
of Service Performance and Quality
THEHead
CHALLENGE

Accord needed to be able to report performance

“Easy Babcock’s
and quick toDevonport
use and clearly
shows
trends in has
For over a century Babcock has been a name
facility
in Plymouth
Sean Cook, Senior Application
in relation to target and benchmarking information
performance.
” been the central hub for Babcock’s
synonymous with ultra-reliable engineering
historically
“Gives us an immediate
Team Leader,
as well as a way of helping them to identify where
Helen Bennett,
Service Improvement
excellence. Today, Babcock is the UK’s leading operational
reporting,
providing Advisor
critical
impression of how
and how they need to improve where performance
Babcock
International.
engineering support services organisation with information on their Supply Chain, Manufacturing
we are doing as an

organisation, we can drill
down into detail and it
gives me a chance to
have a glance at what
we are doing well and
what we can do better.”
Chris Handy,
Chief Executive,
Accord Group

is weak. The dashboard project has been a huge
“We’reProcesses,
now able Projects
to benchmark
group wide
revenue of circa £3 billion in 2013 and an order
and Human
Resources.
performance very easily, what seemed like a daunting
success and the following endorsements reflect this:
book of circa £12 billion.
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have over 25,000 skilledwhat
staffweworkers For example, we automatically Accord
run a Group
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are doing well
and design,
what we build,
can do better.
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who
manage,
operate and Report that management uses to monitor
because
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had anything
like this
Chris
Handy,assets
Chiefthat
Executive,
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maintain
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of great
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display in visual
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more commented
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wellwe’re
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To kick-off the process and orientate them
on the advances in SAP BusinessObjects
technology, DSCallards hosted a ‘Show
and Tell Workshop’ to demonstrate SAP
BusinessObjects BI 4.0 to the Babcock team
and share with them how the enhanced
Many of these users were running old features could benefit their organisation based
unsupported versions, and the central upon current and future challenges.
platform for sharing reports was out of date.
“When we visited DSCallards at their offices
Babcock’s initial challenge was to upgrade to
for the Workshop, they worked in a relaxed
the latest version of the SAP BusinessObjects
Enterprise platform, and bring everyone up environment and made us feel very welcome. In
to the same level. Sean remarked, “The risk of addition to demonstrating the new features of SAP
being unsupported in the event of a critical system BusinessObjects BI 4.0, DSCallards introduced
outage meant we could combine the project with a the concepts for improved data access and
wider modernisation initiative. However although governance and how it might integrate with our
we were keen to upgrade to the newest version SharePoint architecture. We had 8 team members
of SAP BusinessObjects, due to pressures from present, representing multiple facilities across the
other projects we had limited resource and time UK, so this approach worked really well for us. We
available to carry out the upgrade. We therefore were very happy with the way it all went”.
needed to work with a partner that could help us
DSCallards went on to define the solution
move forward”.
architecture and implement the software,
“DSCallards had a
The team at Babcock was also keen to understand
working closely with Babcock’s project team
the technology advances made with the SAP
strong reputation as an
to roll out
the newDashboard
solution and further
enable
SAP®
Crystal
Design
BusinessObjects Business Intelligence (BI) suite
the team to
become proficient
in control
leveraging
increases
effectiveness
and
SAP Partner, and their
and how they might integrate key features to
the new features and administering the server
improve their day-to-day management information
consultants had previously
and its users through custom training and
systems.
worked with Babcock
mentoring
“Fantastic
way to sessions.
get sense of the organisation’s
THE OVERVIEW
and were aware of our
performance
on a variety of KPIs.”
THE SELECTION PROCESS
THE FUTURE
Association is a family of
Lakhbir
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processes. This gave us Accord Housing
Aswhich
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an overall
review,and
Babcock
lookedAssociation
at
& Deputy Chief Executive Accord Group
organisations
share
similar values
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confidence that they wereThe Accordwhat
elsevision
the Business
marketplace Babcock’s relationship with DSCallards
Group’s
is one inIntelligence
which people
snapshot view
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across companies
the group,
to flourish
and both
had
to
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and
evaluated
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of“Great
a continues
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Due
they receive, and where people can be involved in
their promises”
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Director
to
the
business
critical
nature
of
the
upgrade
information challenges as they arise, through
developing their communities. It is a future where
project,
it was imperative
quality is being
continuously
improved. that they found the the use of new appropriate innovations from
“Consistent way to record & provide information across
Sean Cook,
right partner with the right type of experience. SAP, as they emerge onto the market.
the group.”

“Historically SAP® Crystal
Reports® has been
deployed extensively to
provide these departments
with business critical
information.
For example, we
automatically run a Crystal
Report that management
uses to monitor radiation
exposure levels of engineers
working on submarines,
ensuring that they are
kept well within stringent
safety limits”

At Babcock, there are over 120 ‘super-users’
spread throughout the organisation who are
capable of writing reports. Sean stated, “You
could say that Crystal is the reporting standard
here at Babcock. It runs through our veins, and
has done for over a decade”.
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Senior Application
According to Sean, “DSCallards had a strong
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Quality
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Team Leader,
reputation as an SAP Partner, and their consultants with the services and support provided by
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“Easy and quick to use and clearly shows trends in
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Babcock International.
DSCallards. They delivered to budget and on time,
in relation to target and benchmarking information
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